ASI-IV SCORING

Section I - Panic Disorder with and without Agoraphobia; Agoraphobia without panic

Panic Disorder without Agoraphobia
- YES on #1
- THREE or more checks on #2
- YES on #3
- Checked at least one item on #4
- NO to #5
- YES to #8

Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia
- YES on #1
- THREE or more on #2
- YES on #3
- Checked at least one item on #4
- YES to #5
- YES to #8

Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder *
- At least one item checked on #6
- YES to #7A
- YES to #7B
- YES to #8

Section II - Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
- At least one item checked on both #1 and #2
  OR
  YES to #3
- YES to 4a, 4b, and 4c

Section III - Social Phobia
- At least one item checked on #1
- YES to #2a
- YES to #2b
- YES to #2c
- YES to #2d

Section IV - Simple Phobia
- At least one item is checked on #1
- YES to #2a
- YES to #2b
- YES to #2c
- NO to #2d
Section V - Generalized Anxiety Disorder

- YES to #2e

- YES to #1
- YES to #2
- YES to #3
- TWO or more items checked on #4
- YES to #5
- THREE or more items checked on #5
- YES to #7

Section VI - Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

- YES to #1
- YES to #2
- YES to one or more of 3a through 3e
- THREE or more checked on #4
- TWO or more checked on #5
- YES to #6
- "1 month or more" checked on #7

* The ASI-IV criteria for Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder (AWHPD) allow simultaneous diagnosis of AWHPD and Panic Disorder, which deviates from DSM-IV. If strict use of DSM-IV is preferred, the scorer should add a fourth criterion for AWHPD: "...Does not meet criteria for panic disorder."